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Abstract
The method of generating steady-state structure-borne traveling waves underwater in an
infinite media creates abundant opportunities in the field of propulsive applications, and
they are gaining attention from several researchers. This experimental study provides a
framework for harnessing traveling waves in a 1D beam immersed under quiescent water
using two force input methods and providing a motion to an object floating on the surface
of the water.
In this study, underwater traveling waves are tailored using structural vibrations at five
different frequencies in the range of 10Hz to 300Hz. The resulting fluid motion provides
a propulsive thrust that moves a 3D-printed bob floating on the surface of the water. The
undulatory motion of the floating bob is determined using an image processing approach.
In this approach, videos are recorded for image processing to determine the effects of
each traveling wave frequency on the object’s motion. Through image processing,
observations are drawn regarding the velocity and the distance traveled by the bob for
each SBTW frequency.
As this is developing research, there is a limited understanding to the relationship
between the amplitude of force input, the traveling wave frequency, and the velocity
attained by the object. So, with the help of image processing, a general observation about
the effects of varied force input on the motion of the object at each frequency is drawn.

ix

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The recent increase in the demand for underwater vehicles for ocean exploration opens
doors to numerous possibilities in the technological advances for efficient propulsion
systems. Researchers are constantly striving to mimic the swimming pattern of various
marine organisms to enhance the maneuverability and efficiency of autonomous
underwater vehicles [1]. The propulsion system for such vehicles usually uses many
rotating parts and actuators which limits the efficiency of the overall system due to high
maintenance [2]. So, the objective of this research is to develop a foundation for
generating underwater propulsive forces using minimum rotating parts and actuators.
The expanding need for such type of propulsion mechanism directed the attention of
researchers towards generating the undulatory motions in finite structure which opened
numerous applications which were not possible before [3]. This experimental study
greatly deals with generating underwater propulsive forces through harnessing study state
structure-borne traveling waves in 1D beams and proving that it could be used for
advanced underwater propulsive applications.
Researchers are constantly studying the different types of waves that are provided by
nature and what applications they possess. There are many types of waves available in
nature, but this research specifically revolves around understanding the behavior and
1

development of underwater steady-state structure-borne traveling waves through finite
media.
Therefore, the following chapters of this work would discuss the experimental generation
of structural traveling waves in a beam immersed underwater and create a framework that
would help to design the further applications it. The next step would be to provide the
occurrence of such waves in nature and the studies performed to understand their
behavior and different types of propulsive systems used in underwater vehicles.

1.2 Research Objective
This is an experimental study, so the first objective of this research is to construct a setup
for achieving steady state traveling waves underwater in a 1D aluminum beam and
testing its effects on the water surface. The second step after achieving this would be to
use two force excitation methods for the generation of traveling waves.
This method has been successfully proved and implemented by many researchers in their
previous works using piezoelectric crystals [4-7]. But, in this study instead of
piezoelectric actuators, shakers are used as a force excitation method. Underwater wave
generation requires high force input with a low-frequency range which could be easily
delivered by shakers. Piezoelectric actuators are useful for high-frequency range
applications.
Moving further the third objective would be to immerse the setup underwater to tailor
steady-state traveling waves at multiple frequencies in a defined direction with controlled
2

amplitude which would create water current along the surface of the aluminum beam.
The generated thrust in water should be able to carry an object with the flow from one
end to another end.
After the successful thrust generation and object movement, the last research objective is
to perform image processing to investigate the velocity of an object moving on the
surface of the water to the frequency. This would give us a clear picture of the
relationship between the velocities or the thrust generation of an object versus the
frequency used to generate the traveling wave.

1.3 Motivation
Our surroundings and the universe have always been the source of inspiration for
numerous research and inventions. This research is derived from the occurrence of
mechanical waves existing in nature and how bio-organisms use them for different
applications. Before going forward, it is necessary to understand what mechanical waves
are and what their types are. So, the mechanical waves can be classified into traveling
waves, standing waves, and hybrid waves [6]. The generation of these waves depends on
the type of force input, the boundary conditions, and the structure where waves are
generated. Typical steady state traveling waves propagate continuously from one end of
the structure to other without making reflections on boundaries in a finite medium while
carrying energy through the structure [8, 9]. On the other hand, standing waves are
stationary waves oscillating concerning time keeping the peak amplitude profile constant

3

at any point in space and time. The third type of wave is a hybrid wave which is a
combined response of traveling and standing waves [4].
A most common place where a traveling wave exists is in the undulatory motion of
underwater micro-organisms. Researchers have been interested in bio-organisms with
such swimming motion since 1951 [10, 11]. According to the previous studies conducted,
Flagella, a type of bacteria with a hair-like structure, has a head and tail as its body
creates a translational thrust by generating a wave that travels along its body from head to
tail [12]. The motion’s direction of flagella swimming underwater is determined by the
ratio of tangential force by the normal viscous force.
Besides the study on micro-organisms for traveling waves, researchers also showed
interest in macro aquatic animals for their swimming methods. They discovered that most
aquatic organisms either travel through paddling mechanisms, using water jet-powered
mechanisms, or wave propagation. They also studied that using propellers for underwater
vehicles is not an effective method of propulsion as it is just 40% efficient [13]. To solve
this issue the best way is to use smart materials such as Ionic polymeric metal
composites, shape memory alloy, and piezoelectric crystals.
Since then, researchers have tried to replicate the propulsion system experimentally and
numerically such as jellyfish-inspired underwater vehicles using ionic polymer-metal
composite actuators [14]. They also worked on developing monolith ionic-polymer metal
composite (IPMC) fins for stable maneuverability of the underwater vehicles [15, 16]
where smart materials are used to actuate the fins of aquatic robots mimicking the
4

swimming characteristics of a fish. In most cases, the fin is integrated with the robot
using multiple attachments to create multiple small oscillations resulting in a whole
traveling wave that could induce propulsive forces in the robot.
Another area where we could observe naturally occurring traveling waves is any
mammalian’s ear. The pressure waves created by a source when reaches the ears actuates
the eardrum and the wave is transmitted to the cochlea where the sensory unit of the ear
lies [17]. The sound pressure waves then propagate to the basilar membrane as a traveling
wave. Researchers have presented that with this phenomenon the multiple frequencies
traveling waves interacting with the cochlear mechanism through cochlear fluid could be
used to construct a system with variable stiffness. Many bio-inspired mechanisms use
different waves for different applications, such as the ocean, birds, and reptiles. But most
research focus on mimicking the motion pattern rather than generating the structural
wave.
Few of the advanced studies working towards generating structural traveling waves have
found out that, a wave-generated in finite medium tends to reflect at the boundaries
because of changes in impedances resulting in a standing wave [18]. Researchers were
able to classify the role of impedance in wave propagation into two field i.e., structureborne traveling wave generation and vibration suppression [19]. Piezoelectric actuators
were used for vibration suppression studies by dampening the wave propagation using a
shunt electrical circuit which would control the structural vibrations [20]. In the case of
the generation of traveling waves using piezoelectric, partial vibration suppression was
necessary which would dampen the reflections caused due to impedance change at
5

boundaries. This concept was proved by researchers using numerical and experimental
methods [3-5,17,18].
In this section, a variety of applications and research were discussed associated with
naturally occurring and generation of traveling waves. With this review, it could be
understood that the generation of traveling waves has a wide range of applications and it
has got a very good potential to work as a medium to transport material through its
propulsive forces. In the next section, the previous work performed to generate structureborne traveling waves would be discussed.

1.4 Previous work done on generation of traveling waves
As mentions in the earlier section, mechanical waves could be classified according to the
transfer of energy i.e., traveling waves and standing waves. The wave which carries
energy along its direction to a distance is known as a traveling wave and the wave where
the energy is constrained to a specific location is known as a standing wave. From the
previous research [4, 21], it is known that if a single force is applied to a structure it tends
to vibrate and generate waves. These waves are then reflected due to impedance changes.
Consider a beam with clamped – clamped boundary conditions, as a single point force is
applied to this case; a wave is generated and then reflected from the other end acting as
an incident wave. Both waves have the same magnitude and the combination of those
forms a standing wave with an equation of w (x, t) = Asin (wt -kg) ± Basin (wt +kx)
where amplitude A equals amplitude B. But when the beam is excited using two singlepoint force inputs using the same frequency with a phase offset, then the part of a
6

reflected wave is neglected because A ≠ B. The combination of these waves results in a
hybrid wave were components of the traveling wave, as well as a standing wave, are
present. The quality of the traveling wave is dependent on two factors i.e., excitation
frequency and phase offset. Figure 1.1 has shown the plots for a pure traveling wave,
standing wave, and hybrid waves
Wave Direction

a) A ≠ 0 B = 0

b) A = 0 B ≠ 0
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c) A = B ≠ 0

d) A ≠ B ≠ 0

Figure 1.1: Description for different wave formations in a finite media
The above theory is an important foundation for this experimental research to
successfully generated underwater traveling waves. So, to tailor a traveling wave, a
structure needs to be excited in a way that would influence its dynamic response. This
work utilizes modal shakers as the source for excitation as they have higher forcing
signals and are more efficient for low-frequency ranges than piezoelectric elements.
Pure traveling waves are extremely difficult to generate in a finite structure
experimentally. Only, in theory, pure traveling waves are observed in an infinite structure
without boundaries. As soon as boundary condition comes into play in experimentation,
waves tend to get reflected at boundaries resulting in standing waves. Therefore, it is
impractical to generate pure traveling waves in a finite structure. But in recent studies,
there have been successful attempts in generating traveling waves in strings, beams, rods,
and 2D surfaces [3, 6].
Dr. Malladi in [22] has developed a numerical modal to generate traveling waves in a 1D
beam with different boundary conditions i.e., clamped – clamped, free – free, and
clamped – free to study the behavior of traveling waves in such cases. This model was
experimentally validated on a brass beam using two piezoelectric elements as force
inputs. This experimental study of tailoring high-quality traveling waves was also
conducted on thin 2D plates with multiple piezoelectric actuators [23]. By generating
TWs in a 2D plate, it was found out that the location of actuators should be either
8

symmetric or anti-symmetric about the y-axis and should be simultaneously excited else
asymmetric forces would be induced in the structure.

1.4.1 Cost function for wave identification
According to their behavior mechanical waves are classified into standing waves,
traveling waves, and hybrid waves. Pure standing waves are having nodal points where
the deflection of a structure is zero while a pure traveling wave does not have nodal
points and the wave propagates with a constant amplitude concerning time. Then there is
a hybrid wave which is the combined response of traveling wave and standing wave
where the non-varying amplitude propagates and oscillate transversely simultaneously. It
is very difficult to classify a wave into these categories as the dominance of traveling
wave or standing wave component is unknown. So, the quality of traveling waves should
be quantified as it is more dependable than mere observations. This research uses a cost
function to quantify the behavior of a wave using the wave envelops approach.
Waves envelop is a tool to observe the difference between different waves and their
behavior. A plot that shows an area/displacement swept by a wave concerning time is
known as a wave envelope. If a sharp nodal point is displayed in a wave envelope with no
displacement, then it is a pure standing wave and if the displacement is constant along the
length of the structure then the wave envelops shows traveling wave. But in the case of
hybrid waves, the amplitude tends to vary along the length with no clear nodal point.
To identify the behavior of different waves, a hybrid wave is considered. This plot
contains top and bottom curves representing the time data of the wave. From the wave
9

envelop the maximum values and minimum values of displacement are known and
represented as Ymax and Ymin respectively. In the case of the pure standing wave, Ymin
= 0, and Ymin is equal to Ymax in the case of pure traveling waves. In the case of hybrid
waves the Ymax ≠ Ymin ≠ 0. From this, a cost function is derived to quantify the
characteristics of a wave.

CF =

𝑌max − 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑌max + 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛

The values of the cost function for pure traveling and standing are 1 and 0 respectively. If
the value of the cost function is 0.1 then it is considered a hybrid wave with 90% of
traveling wave components and 10% of standing wave components. So, to have a highquality traveling wave the cost function should be as close to 0 as possible. The only
drawback of this method is that it involves a lot of spatial point data to plot a wave
envelop of a whole structure and to get an accurate cost function.

1.5 Thesis Outline
The experimental study presented in this thesis is divided into four major chapters
starting with the introduction of structure-borne traveling waves. The 1st chapter contains
an introduction and literature survey for the generation of traveling waves in different
materials and their prospective underwater propulsive forces. The literature survey
provides a brief idea about the characteristics of different waves and how to identify them
using the cost function.

10

In chapter 2, the previous work to generate traveling waves is used to build a test setup
with two force input methods where two modal shakers are pinned at the ends of a thin
aluminum beam. A scanning laser vibrometer is assembled integrating polytec’s single
point laser vibrometer with a polytec’s scanning unit. The aluminum beam was immersed
under quiescent water to acquire mode shapes and natural frequencies. An experimental
modal test is performed to plot FRF’s using the scanning laser vibrometer by exciting
modal shakers alternatively for 31 points. The mode shapes are acquired through
experimental and numerical methods and they were validated using a modal assurance
chart.
The whole chapter 3 is focused on generating underwater structure-borne traveling waves
in a 1D aluminum beam using the FRF data gathered from the modal testing. A numerical
model is created using the modal testing data to predict prospective traveling wave
frequency regions. The frequency between two consecutive natural frequencies from
prospective regions is selected to plot a wave envelope of structure borne travelling
waves (SBTW). The wave envelop is then validated using a cost function to achieve a
good quality SBTW. These frequencies are then used in experimental testing to excite
both modal shakers using a sinusoidal signal with a phase offset simultaneously to obtain
high-quality underwater SBTW. The beam is then scanned for velocity measurements to
plot a wave envelop of SBTW validating it with simulations.
In chapter 4, a 3D printed object is used to show the propulsive characteristics of
SBTWs. While a traveling wave is generated in the beam, an undulatory wave-like
motion is observed over the surface of water flowing in the direction of the traveling
11

wave. The object is placed over the surface of the water and its motion is tracked using a
Zed2 camera. Using the tools of image processing and blob analysis, the instantaneous
speed and the distance traveled by the object are evaluated. The evaluated results are then
observed for some relationship between the speeds of an object to the frequency used to
excite modal shakers while tailoring SBTW.

12

Chapter 2
Underwater Modal Testing of 1D Beam
2.1 Introduction
In the earlier chapter, the differences between different types of mechanical waves were
discussed. The first step in generating traveling waves is to modal test an aluminum beam
immersed in water and then, investigates the propulsive characteristics of structure-borne
traveling waves in this beam.

2.2 Modal Testing Setup
The Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 shows an experimental setup was designed and fabricated
using 80:20 aluminum structures to support the equipment for modal testing. This
supporting structure holds a Polytec OFC 040 Scanning unit, a Polytec PDV 100 singlepoint laser vibrometer, and two Modal Shop’s smart shakers. A glass water tank of 10
gallons was used to represent the quiescent water environment for underwater testing. A
small setup was created inside the water tank to create a straight pathway for the object to
travel over the surface of the water. A 6061 Aluminum beam with a dimension of 381mm
x 25.4mm x 0.635mm was attached to the two shakers using a 254mm threaded rod.

13

a) Front View

b) Side View

Figure 2.1: Experimental setup for SBTW generation and modal analysis
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of experimental setup for SBTW generation and modal analysis

2.2.1 Boundary Conditions
In every dynamic’s testing, boundary condition plays an essential role. In the current
setup, a pinned – pinned boundary condition was applied on the aluminum beam. The
boundary condition is imposed by stingers attached to the ends of the beam. The overall
length of the beam selected was 381mm. Two stingers of 355.6mm were initially
superglued to be beam with 25.4mm from the two ends of the beam. The other ends of
the stingers were attached to the shaker. However, as superglue was not effective
underwater, two threaded rods of 10 – 32 x 10 inches were then bolted to the beam at the
locations shown in Figure 2.3.

15

Figure 2.3: Underwater beam setup in the water tank
While performing modal analysis, it is necessary to align the beam and the shakers
properly to avoid any residual stresses in the beam [24]. So, in this setup, the distance
between two shakers needed to be the same as the distance between two holes in the test
beam so that the force exerted from the shaker through the stingers should be exactly
perpendicular to the surface of the beam.

16

2.2.2 Water Height over the Beam
Water height is an important aspect of this testing. As we increase the water height over
the surface of the aluminum beam, the damping, mass, and stiffness acting on the beam
would also increase. So, after a few trials, the height of water over the surface of the
beam was maintained at 15mm. The depth of water below the beam was 216mm. Figure
2.4 below shows the height of water over the beam.

Aluminium Beam

a)

b)

Figure 2.4: a) Schematic for the depth measurement of beam immersed underwater. b)
Test setup showing the test beam from side view

2.2.3 Scanning Laser Vibrometer setup
To simulate a traveling wave on a 1D beam, the system needs many spatial points over
the beam. These spatial points provide the behavior of a particle under forced vibration at
a particular location. To have a very smooth wave plot, the beam was divided into 31
17

testing points, each 10mm apart from the other. But, due to equipment constraints, the
test setup had a single-point laser vibrometer. To measure the vibrations at all 31 points,
the Single Laser doppler Vibrometer (SLDV) had to be moved manually to the desired
location. This process was time-consuming and moving the laser for every point would
disturb the beam setup giving noisy results. To eliminate the problem, we integrated a
scanning unit with the SLDV to automate the process of positioning the laser at the
desired location without disrupting the setup. So, a Polytec OFC 040 Scanning unit was
selected to integrate it with the SLDV. The scanning unit consisted of two mirrors which
were operated by two stepper motors to control the direction of the laser point in the X
and Y plane. A MATLAB Application was developed to control the scanning unit, which
included Calibration, Image capturing, live video functionality, and adjustable ruler for
the X and Y planes.
The working of this assembly was quite straightforward, SLDV was concentrically
aligned with the upper portion of the scanning unit, and the location of the laser was
controlled by MATLAB application. A webcam was attached to the scanning unit for
observing the live locations of the laser point. So, this was a successful effort to minimize
the energy to move the SLDV manually at every point. The setup also helped in reducing
the noise in signal data giving a clean frequency response function (FRF).

18

2.3 Modal Testing
As discussed in chapter 1 regarding the generation of SBTW, mode shapes and FRFs are
obligatory in the selection of a frequency between two consecutive natural frequencies.
The selected frequency would be used to generate the traveling waves.
To perform the modal testing, firstly, the SLDV and the two shakers were connected to
Siemens’s LMS data acquisition system. Then the scanning unit was integrated with a
single-point laser vibrometer. As the two-force input method was used for SBTW
generation, a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) FRF test was performed from Siemen’s
test lab to acquire response of beam while excited from both the shakers alternatively for
each point.

2.3.1 Modal Test Specifications
After configuring all the settings, such as setting up proper connection and sensitivity in
the LMS test lab for all the equipment are attached, the frequency spectrum and signal are
selected. SBTW uses the resonant properties of a material for thrust generation
underwater. So, to attain a higher thrust to move an object underwater, the system needs
to work on low-frequency bandwidth. The lower frequency range provides the maximum
thrust required to generate undulatory motions underwater. Keeping this concept as a
reference, 0Hz to 1024Hz frequency measurement range was selected with 4096 spectral
lines.
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Selecting a correct signal for excitation of actuators is very important in modal analysis.
For a shaker test, an excitation signal is selected such that there is minimum leakage and
no need to use window functions. So due to this, the modal test was performed using the
chirp signal for 40 averages. The FRF measurement was performed by giving a signal to
shaker 1 for point 1 and then to shaker 2. The process continued for all 31 points. The
FRF data files were converted to MATLAB for post-processing.
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Figure 2.5: FRF and Coherence for shaker 1 and shaker 2 measured for point 15 on the
beam

Figure 2.6: FRF measured for all 31 points on the beam for shaker 1
Figure 2.5 shows the overlapped FRF for shaker 1 and shaker 2 showing the similarity
between natural frequencies after exciting the shakers individually for modal testing. It
could be observed that all the natural frequency peaks are matching in both cases of
actuation confirming that the signals given by shakers while testing were similar. Figure
2.6 displays all the FRFs measured for 31 points marked on the test beam 10mm apart
while exciting shaker 1. Similarly, Figure 2.7 shows the FRFs for the second shaker.
These two FRF plots from shakers 1 and 2 are further used to locate prospective
frequencies for SBTW generation. In the next chapter, these FRFs will be used to
simulate the test condition while acquiring wave envelops plot for structure-borne
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traveling waves. But before moving forward it is necessary to validate if the natural
frequencies acquired from modal testing are correct.

Figure 2.7: FRF measured for all 31 points on the beam for shaker 2

2.4 Modal Test Validation
This section focuses on acquiring operating deflection shapes using the previous FRFs by
a numerical method in MATLAB. Then the mode shapes are used to perform a modal
assurance analysis to validate if the mode shapes are not dependent on the operating
deflection shapes from other frequencies.
For this validation process 2nd to 10th natural frequency values were obtained from the
FRFs shown in Figure 2.8. These 9 natural frequencies were used to plot the operating
deflection shape (ODS) of the beam. The figures below are ODSs for respective natural
frequencies.
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a) 2nd ODS shape at 8.25Hz

b) 3rd ODS shape at 23.75Hz

c) 4th ODS shape at 47Hz

d) 5th ODS shape at 81.75Hz
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e) 6th ODS shape at 122Hz

f) 7th ODS shape at 166Hz

g) 8th ODS shape at 188Hz

h) 9th ODS shape at 239Hz
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i) 10th ODS shape at 296Hz
Figure 2.8: ODSs of aluminum beam from 2nd to 10th natural frequency
These Operating deflection shapes were used to perform a Modal assurance criterion
(MAC) analysis to check if the natural frequencies and FRF acquired from modal testing
are credible or not. This validation is important because the further part of this research
only deals with the ODS and frequencies attained in modal testing. To get the best
possible SBTW for propulsive effects, the natural frequencies should be accurate. The
MAC matrix compares simulated ODSs with itself to show the correlation between them
and the contribution in different ODS. In this case, only the 4th mode shape to 10th mode
shapes was considered for this analysis. As to generate favorable SBTWs, lower
frequencies such as below 50Hz have more resonating force than higher frequencies
creating turbulence in the water. So, the favorable region for TW was from 60 to 300Hz.
Due to this the lower frequencies are skipped in MAC analysis.
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Figure 2.9: Modal assurance chart comparing simulated vs experimental mode shapes
Figure 2.9 shows the MAC chart where it can be clearly observed that for most of the
cases the diagonal is very well isolated than the other ODS. The only ODS with a
considerable contribution with a different ODS is 188Hz. The MAC suggests that they
might be very similar. But due to lack of spatial points they cannot be isolated properly.
But, the rest of data is acceptable and this gives us the validation that the experiment was
successful with high-quality results. The small errors between theoretical and
experimental mode shapes could be due to inaccuracies in testing conditions including
signal noise, pre-stress material, and boundary conditions.
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2.5 Conclusion
The main objective of this chapter was to construct a setup capable of generating
structure-borne traveling waves and to obtain natural frequencies and mode shapes for
further research. In this chapter, a sturdy setup was constructed which could hold a laser
vibrometer, scanning unit, two modal shakers, and the test beam. A 389mm length of the
thin aluminum beam with a thickness of 0.635mm was selected for this test and pinned–
pinned boundary conditions were applied. The stingers were bolted to the beam from one
end and the other end was connected to the two shakers. An experimental Modal test was
performed to obtain FRFs from both the shakers for post-processing. Using those FRFs
mode shapes were plotted to verify the natural frequencies. To conclude the modal testing
and demonstrating high-quality results a MAC analysis was performed to check the
correlation between simulated and experimental mode shapes.
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Chapter 3
Structure Borne Traveling Wave Generation in Underwater
Beam
3.1 Introduction
The earlier chapter was concerned with modal testing of a beam for obtaining mode
shapes and FRF for the generation of traveling waves (TWs). This chapter was developed
to explore the generation and working of traveling waves under water, using two forces
input method. Researchers have proven in their study that structure-borne traveling waves
are tailored by simultaneously exciting the test structure by two-point forces [25].
This experimental research has used two modal shakers to excite the aluminum beam
simultaneously. The voltage signals applied to the shakers use a frequency lying midway
between the two consecutive modes shapes frequencies or resonant frequencies with a
phase difference of 90 degrees.
The initial part of this chapter would deal with simulating traveling waves in the FE beam
model using a response function to test a frequency for prospective traveling waves using
the data of experimental modal analysis. The simulation would also optimize phase angle
for better traveling wave quality which is validated through a cost function.
As the chapter moves forward, the simulation is experimentally validated by generating
underwater SBTW’s using the test frequencies from the results of the simulation. An
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observation is also made on the effect of propulsive forces generated from SBTW’s over
the object. The data of all these experiments are collected and a test validation is
performed to prove if the flow of water is caused by traveling waves.

3.2 Numerical Simulation of Underwater Traveling Waves
The finite element modal developed for this research represents a thin 1-dimensional
aluminum beam pinned-pinned at both ends by stingers from modal shakers. Figure 3.1
shows the experimental beam model used to validate the response from the simulation.
The aluminum beam has a dimension of 381 × 25.4 × 0.635mm (15 × 1× 0.025in.). The
two shakers are visible which are used as actuators for two input methods to generate
traveling waves.

Figure 3.1: SBTW setup schematic using two force input method
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Figure 3.2 shows the frequency response of aluminum beam from 30Hz to 350Hz
spectrum due to excitation by shaker 1. Shaker 1 and shaker 2 yields almost the same
results as the location of excitations are symmetric. The frequency response is defined as
the ratio of the beam velocity measured through SLDV to the input voltage given to
shakers. The natural frequencies are denoted by dotted lines on the peaks in the figure.
The regions between these consecutive natural frequencies lies are the prospective
frequency that could generate traveling waves. The region from f4 – f10 frequency is
selected as the optimum range for traveling waves where propulsive forces could be used
to move an object underwater. f4 natural frequency in this plot is the 3rd mode shape of
the beam and f10 is the 9th mode shape.
Table 3.1: Natural Frequencies of the system for selected region
f4

f5

f6

f7

f8

f9

f10

47Hz

81.75Hz

122.75Hz

166Hz

188Hz

239Hz

296Hz
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Figure 3.2: Frequency response function for potential regions to generate SBTW

3.3 Structure borne traveling wave generation
As mentioned in chapter 1, the structure-borne traveling waves are generated by
harmonically exciting the aluminum 1D beam using two symmetrically located actuators
at the same frequency (f) but with a phase difference of ϕ. This is implemented for the
two shakers shown in Figure 3.1 using the same voltage amplitude of V. After the forces
are applied, the SBTW’s are generated through super positioning the response from each
shaker.
Harmonically exciting a single actuator would result in a specific operating deflection
shape depending on the location of the actuator, the nearby participation of mode shapes,
and the frequency of excitation. So, when both the shakers are excited using the same
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frequency, the resulting operation deflection shape is the superposition of the response of
individual ODSs from each shaker. The main factor resulting in the desired superposition
of ODSs and causing traveling waves is the phase offset maintained through the input
signal of the actuators.
The force input from shaker 1 is shown as V1 = A*sin (2*π*f) and force input from
shaker 2 is V2 = A*sin (2*π*f ± ϕ). Therefore, the superposition of these two forces to
generate traveling wave is shown as:
SBTW = A*sin (2*π*f) ± A*sin (2*π*f ± ϕ)
The phase offset between the two-voltage signals to the actuators determines the quality
of traveling waves. A normal Structure borne traveling wave is a combination of
traveling and standing waves and as the quality of SBTW is increased, the standing wave
component from it is reduced. The quality of the traveling wave is estimated or evaluated
through the method of the cost function [3]. The cost function determines the weightage
of the standing wave or traveling wave component in the SBTW.
To determine the quality of SBTW, wave envelopes of these waves are observed i.e., the
plots where the area is swept by the wave over time. In a wave envelop a constant wave
with no changes in amplitude of the displacement over a period shows a pure traveling
wave. But a sharp nodal point that has zero displacements in a wave envelope shows a
pure standing wave. The SBTW’s generated experimentally are usually hybrid waves
where there is no nodal point where the displacement is zero or and a varied deflection.
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The cost function is calculated by finding the minimum and maximum absolute values of
the wave envelope. Consider the maximum value as Ymax and the minimum value as
Ymin. So, the equation for cost function is written as:

CF =

𝑌max − 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑌max + 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛

Figure 3.3: Simulation TW wave envelop for 67Hz frequency
The value of the cost function near 1 corresponds to a standing wave and the value of the
cost function near 0 corresponds to the traveling wave. To generate a good quality of
traveling wave for propulsive forces, the cost function should lie between 0 to 0.3.

CF = 1

CF = 0

0 < CF < 1

Figure 3.4: Simulation TW wave envelop for 67Hz frequency
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3.3.1 Simulating Wave envelopes for SBTWs
To verify the theory for prospective traveling waves in the region selected from the FRF
plot, a MATLAB code was developed to find the beam response of any excitation
frequency used as a signal input to both the actuators. The MATLAB code used the FRFs
from both the actuators for all 31 points to generate a response wave plot. According to
the theory a frequency is chosen between two consecutive natural frequencies and is used
to excite the actuators keeping the same voltage amplitude but with a phase offset and the
superposition of the response waves from both the actuators would result in a structureborne traveling wave.
The MATLAB code is built on the same theory, a frequency exactly between 3rd and 4th
mode shape is chosen as test frequency. Then this frequency is used to excite the
actuators through the 31 points experimental FRFs. A phase term is multiplied with the
second actuator which is optimized for the best possible cost function at that frequency.
Then the wave envelope is plotted adding the response from both the actuators. This
process is continued for all the regions mentioned in Figure 3.2 for prospective traveling
waves.

3.3.2 Phase offset Optimization
There is an optimized phase offset for each excitation frequency which would yield highquality SBTW. The value of phase offset varies from [0ᵒ, 180ᵒ]. The phase offset is
dependent on the location of the actuator and the nearby mode shapes of the excitation
frequency. To optimize the phase angle, the Optimization toolbox was used in MATLAB
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where the response of actuators was evaluated, and then the trials were performed to
optimize phase angle against the value of cost function. The phase angle was iterated till
the optimization toolbox finds a minimum value for cost function at that excitation
frequency.

3.3.3 Results
Using the above procedure, first the 67Hz frequency was chosen which was exactly
between the 3rd and 4th mode shape. The wave envelope response for 67Hz is shown in
the Figure 3.5. So, it was observed that this is hybrid wave and the cost function for this
plot was 0.15 and the optimized phase angle was 99.57ᵒ. After observing the wave plot,
the participation of 3rd mode shape can clearly be there are three humps in the plot.

Figure 3.5: Simulation TW wave envelop for 67Hz frequency
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From the region 2, 104Hz was selected as excitation frequency which was exactly
between the 4th and 5th mode shape. The wave envelope plot is shown in the Figure 3.6.
The cost function calculated for this plot was 0.17 at a phase angle of 63.89ᵒ

Figure 3.6: Simulation TW wave envelop for 104Hz frequency
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Figure 3.7: Simulation TW wave envelop for 147Hz frequency
The wave plot shown in Figure 3.7 is evaluated for 147Hz frequency was the best SBTW
plot, as the cost function was just 0.07 which had a very less amount of standing wave
component. The phase offset for this case was optimized to 93.86ᵒ
In this case 179Hz frequency was selected from region 3 between the f4 and f5
frequencies. This SBWT has the maximum effect of standing wave in it as the cost
function is 0.35. The phase offset optimized for this case is 100.80ᵒ. Envelope
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Figure 3.8: Simulation TW wave envelop for 179Hz frequency
Same goes for this case, 270Hz frequency was selected as excitation frequency for the
actuators from region 6 between 8th and 9th mode shapes. We can clearly observe the
effects of 8th mode shape in the wave plot. The cost function evaluated for this wave plot
was 0.30 for a phase angle of 122.43ᵒ. For this SBTW, the standing wave component is
more prominent than the traveling wave component which is affecting the value of cost
function.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation TW wave envelop for 270Hz frequency

3.4 Experimental Generation of Structure Borne Traveling Waves
To validate the previously developed theory FE model for simulating wave plots of
SBTW’s, an experimental setup was developed for testing. The testing setup is discussed
in the 2nd chapter. To test the credibility of this theory a sinusoidal voltage sweep was
applied to both the modal shakers simultaneously using Siemen’s data acquisition system
(LMS) as a signal generator. The excitation frequencies selected for this test were the
same as in the simulation. The voltage amplitude was decided according to the resonance
force of each frequency. It is understood that low frequencies have high resonance force
so, if we keep the voltage in optimum range then the setup won’t get disturbed. As all the
frequencies selected were exactly in the middle of two consecutive natural frequencies
so, the phase offset was chosen as 90ᵒ for every case.
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As both the shakers are excited, the velocity of the beam at all 31 points is measured. The
frequencies used for generating traveling waves are the same as that of simulation. The
voltage amplitude for all the waves was kept at 0.01V. After measuring the velocities for
each point at each frequency, the data was converted into MATLAB. The MATLAB data
was then post-processed to plot a velocity wave envelop of the beam velocity to validate
if the wave generated is an SBTW.
Figure 3.10 shown below is the experimental setup for generating SBTWs. It could be
observed that between the black rails water has some wave-like motion. This motion is a
structure-borne traveling wave at 67Hz excitation frequency with a 90º phase offset

Figure 3.10: Experimental Setup to generate SBTW using two smart shakers as actuators
(Top View)
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3.4.1 Experimental Validation
The

velocity

data

acquired

from

the

test

setup

needs

to

be

validated to prove if the generated waves were traveling waves. So, the rms values of
velocity for each point are plotted against the beam point locations. So, below are the
velocity wave plots for all the excitation frequencies used to generate SBTW.
Figure 3.11 a show the wave envelops for 67 Hz frequency with a phase offset of 90º. It
can be observed that the simulation wave envelops, and experimental wave envelop are
similar. They both have an effect for 3rd mode shape in their wave plot. The evaluated
cost function for this frequency is 0.1910.

a) Experimental Wave envelop for 67Hz excitation frequency
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b) Experimental Wave envelop for 104Hz excitation frequency

c) Experimental Wave envelop for 147Hz excitation frequency
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d) Experimental Wave envelop for 179Hz excitation frequency

e) Experimental Wave envelop for 270Hz excitation frequency
Figure 3.11: Experimental velocity wave envelops for generated SBTWs
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Similarly, the wave envelope is plotted for the remaining frequencies used to excite the
actuators for generating SBTWs. The table shown below the cost function evaluated from
testing data.
Table 3.2: Experimental Cost function Table
Frequency

Experimental Cost
Function

67Hz

0.19

104Hz

0.20

147Hz

0.10

179Hz

0.55

270Hz

0.47

After observing the data in the table, it can be concluded that for 67Hz, 104Hz, and
147Hz the traveling wave component has more weightage that standing wave as the cost
function is near to 0. The cost function evaluated from testing are closer to the cost
function from simulation. But the wave plot for 179Hz shows some nodal points
suggesting it as a standing wave. After carefully observing, the SBTW generated from
179Hz has some parts of traveling wave at start and end and the middle portion is a
standing wave.
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Same goes for 270Hz, it is a traveling wave, but the standing wave component is
dominant. The wave plot for simulation and experimentation are matching.

3.5 Comparison between simulation and testing data
3.5.1 Wave Envelop for 67Hz

a) Simulation

b) Experimental

Figure 3.12: Wave envelop comparison for 67Hz, Simulation vs Experimental
Table 3.3: Cost Function Comparison, 67Hz
Frequency

Simulation Cost Function

Experimental Cost
Function

67Hz

0.15

45

0.19

3.5.2 Wave Envelop for 104Hz

a) Simulation

b) Experimental

Figure 3.13: Wave envelop comparison for 104Hz, Simulation vs Experimental

Table 3.4: Cost Function Comparison, 104Hz
Frequency

Simulation Cost Function

Experimental Cost
Function

104Hz

0.17

46

0.15

3.5.3 Wave Envelop for 147Hz

a) Simulation

b) Experimental

Figure 3.34: Wave envelop comparison for 147Hz, Simulation vs Experimental

Table 3.5: Cost Function Comparison, 147Hz
Frequency

Simulation Cost Function

Experimental Cost
Function

147Hz

0.07

47

0.10

3.5.4 Wave Envelop for 179Hz

a) Simulation

b) Experimental

Figure 3.45: Wave envelop comparison for 179Hz, Simulation vs Experimental
Table 3.6: Cost Function Comparison, 179Hz
Frequency

Simulation Cost Function

Experimental Cost
Function

179Hz

0.35

48

0.55

3.5.5 Wave Envelop for 270Hz

a) Simulation

b) Experimental

Figure 3.5: Wave envelop comparison for 270Hz, Simulation vs Experimental

Table 3.7: Cost Function Comparison, 270Hz
Frequency

Simulation Cost Function

Experimental Cost
Function

270Hz

0.30

49

0.47

3.6 Guidelines to Tailor Underwater SBTWs
The focus of this chapter was to generate structure borne traveling wave in a simple 1D
aluminum beam immersed under water at a depth of 15mm. This chapter follows few
steps to generate SBTWs [26] at 5 frequencies depending on different mode shape
regions. To summaries this chapter few guidelines are provided below which were
followed to tailor successful SBTWs
Step 1: Construct a test setup to perform modal analysis for testing an underwater
structure.
Step 2: Perform a modal analysis to acquire natural frequencies and mode shapes. It can
be done using an experimental method or numerical method, depending on the
complexity of the test structure.
Step 3: Acquire mode shapes and validate them using MAC analysis to ensure the
credibility of experimental results. Identify the prospective regions on FRF for SBTWs.
Step 4: Select a middle frequency from two consecutive natural frequencies and use
numerical response method to generate wave envelop and validate it using cost function.
Step 5: Use the frequencies selected from numerical simulation for experimental
generation of SBTWs. Measure velocities for each point marks on the beam. Plot the
RMS values of the velocity against the number of points on the beam to get a wave plot.
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Step 6: Compare the wave plots from experimental and numerical method using cost
functions to validate the generation of SBTW’s experimentally.

3.7 Conclusion
This chapter concluded the successful generation of underwater structure-borne traveling
waves in a 1D aluminum beam using two force input method. The focus of this chapter
was to prove that SBTW’s could be generated underwater. To achieve this, a theoretical
model was generated in MATLAB using the data of FRF and mode shapes from the
experimental modal analysis. The test setup developed for modal analysis and SBTW
generation consisted of two modal shakers attached to a thin aluminum beam that is fully
immersed in quiescent water. Data from the modal analysis was used to accurately
predict the presence of SBTW at that frequency while optimizing the phase offset and
evaluating the cost function.
The second part of this chapter was focused on the experimental study; the frequencies
predicted from the MATLAB model were used as excitation frequencies for a sine signal
with an offset of 90º. The whole beam was scanned through a laser vibrometer for
measuring velocity. The velocity data was then used for validating the cost function
acquired from the theoretical model proving that SBTWs were generated underwater.
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Chapter 4
Propulsion through SBTWs and Image Processing
4.1 Introduction
In earlier chapter, we learnt about generation of underwater steady state traveling waves
using two force input method. This chapter would deal with applying propulsive forces to
a 3D printed object on the surface of water through TW generation. So, to move an object
a SBTW is generated using the excitation frequencies acquired in earlier chapter with
higher voltage range to create undulatory motion in water. An object would be placed
over the water surface to show the movement along the direction of wave propagation.
The movement is then recorded using Zed2 stereo camera to understand the velocity
attained by the object at different frequencies and varied excitation voltages. Few videos
were also captured after changing the direction of wave to show that the direction of
propulsion could be controlled using structural dynamics of a wave. These recorded
video in post processed using blob analysis to track the motion of the object with respect
to time and few observations were made along the way.

4.2 Image Processing
Before generating propulsive forces in water, concepts of image processing need to be
discussed. Figure 4.1 shows the setup for ZED2 camera for recording videos. Location
of this camera is very important; it should cover all the area where the object is moving
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without any disturbance. Once the camera is installed, the height and the location of
camera should be constant. Moreover, the height of water in the tank also should be
constant or it would disturb the camera calibration.

Figure 4.1: Image processing setup using ZED 2 camera

4.2.1 Introduction to ZED 2 stereo camera

Figure 4.2: ZED 2 Stereo camera image
Figure 4.2 shows the ZED 2 camera which is an updated version of ZED camera
developed by STEREOLABS for HD 3D video recording with neural depth sensors to
gauge the environment [27]. This camera has been designed for challenging applications
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such as spatial object tracking, autonomous navigation and mapping to augmented
reality. This updated version has a better viewing angle of 120° width and an improved
positional tracking. It is also equipped with cloud connect technology where this camera
could be controlled remotely. The neural depth sensors help this camera to track the
object, map the surroundings, measure height and orientation of floors and could also be
used to detect human body skeletons.
As the research required tracking the motion of an object moving over the surface of
water, this camera was the best choice for it. This camera was used for recording 1080p
videos at 30fps. The outputs acquired from object detection and motion tracking
functions were bounding boxes for 3D/2D shapes, location, speed, and segmentation
masks.

4.2.2 Camera Calibration
Before recording any videos for image processing, it is necessary to calibrate the camera
to acquire the camera properties such as focal length, rotational matrix and principal point
matrix. These values are very useful in image processing to create a coordinate system.
To calibrate ZED2 camera a checkerboard was printed with a size of 11 × 8 checkers
with 15mm length. The checkerboard is shown in Figure 4.3. The checkerboard images
are used in camera calibrator app where the app identifies all the corners of each checker
and tries to compute re-projection errors by projecting the points on the checkerboard
using world coordinates. The projected points are then compared to detected point for
error evaluation [28].
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Few steps are given below on how calibrate a camera in MATLAB.

Figure 4.3: Checkerboard Calibration of Zed2 camera at water level to acquire camera
intrinsic
Step 1: Place the checkerboard on the water surface and move it manually covering all
the area of the water tank. While doing this, record the video from the camera which
needs to be calibrated. Disintegrate the video to acquire images. For this research 120
images were used to calibrate the camera.
Step 2: Open the camera calibrator app from MATLAB and insert all the images while
entering the length of single checker to convert pixel coordinate system to world
coordinate system. The calibrator app would detect the points on the checkerboard for all
the images. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a checkerboard with detected points.
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Figure 4.4: Camera Calibration image after re-projection of checkerboard points
Step 3: After uploading images, calibrate the camera. This would project points on the
checkerboard and compare it with detected points while calculating errors. Figure 4.4
shows re-projected points over the board with + symbol. Check for mean calibration error
and delete outlier images if needed. Figure 4.5 shows the plot for re-projection error for
all 120 images. The mean error is just 0.16 pixels.
Step 4: If required, update the model by recapturing all the images with checkerboard and
repeat step 1 – 3 to get better results.
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Figure 4.5: Mean Image Calibration error in pixels after the calibration

4.2.3 Blob Analysis using Kalman Filter
Blob analysis is the most basic method to binarize an image for a particular area in an
image known as a lump/blob to analyze its features such as shape, area, position, length
and direction of the blob. After the video is recorded from ZED2 camera, an image is
selected from it. This image is then uploaded in Color Threshold app where the object’s
color is isolated creating a greyscale image which only has values of 0 and 1. This
method is known as masking. In the blob analysis a bounding box is created around the
lump having 1 as the binary value and is traced frame by frame while evaluating the pixel
coordinates of the blob with respect to time.
While performing blob analysis undesired noise in the data of coordinate system could be
induced so, to avoid that the Kalman filter is used for probabilistic analysis to predict the
desired motion of the blob. Kalman filter follows the trend from blob analysis and predict
the motion when there is uncertainty in the data. The world coordinate system is applied
on the conditioned data from Kalman filter to evaluate the speed and distance of the blob
in real time. This research uses a 3D printed thin square object of orange color with the
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dimensions of 20mm × 20mm × 1mm. The object is made of Polylactic Acid (PLA). The
predefined dimensions of this object/blob are used to validate the data from blob analysis.
The dimensions of the object are the predicted using bounding box and are compared
with the real dimensions for validation.

Figure 4 6: Calibration checkerboard to set an origin for the world coordinates

4.3

Analysis on object’s movement influenced by SBTWs

To generate traveling wave in beam immersed underwater, the shakers were
simultaneously excited with a sinusoidal signal and a phase offset of 90º between them.
This section generates 5 SBTWs at the frequencies of 67Hz, 104Hz, 147Hz, 179Hz, and
270Hz. For each frequency the object is shown moving, and 5 videos are recorded to
show the average motion. For each video, blob analysis is performed showing the motion
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of object in pixel coordinate system and world coordinate system. The displacement and
velocity with respect to time are also plotted.
The Figure 4.7 shows the snapshots of object’s motion over the surface of water
influenced by traveling waves at different interval of time. It could be clearly observed
that the orange object is moving in left direction along the water channel.

Figure 4.7: Object’s motion snapshots for 67Hz TW frequency
Figure 4.8 displays the output for blob analysis with a group of plots holding the
information of velocity, displacement and time of the traced object. The first plot shows
the object’s initial location and the path traveled by it for 5 videos. The bottom left plot
shows the y position and x position traveled by the object in millimeter. In this case the
average distance traveled by this blob is 290mm.
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Figure 4.8: Image processing plot using Blob analysis at 67Hz for 5 videos
The right-side plot shows the displacement (mm) of the object with respect to the time.
The longest time taken for this object to travel the given distance is 18 sec. The
remaining plots show the instantaneous velocity with respect to time and x-position. The
blob attained a top speed of 40mm/sec at 67Hz excitation frequency.
For the above case, while exciting the aluminum beam with two shakers the phase offset
between their signals was chosen to be 90º. The direction of motion of the object was
from right to left. So, to check the effect of phase angle to the direction of motion, the
phase offset was changed to -90º and then the shakers were excited for 67Hz and two
videos were recorded. The Figure 4.8 shows the change in direction of the object’s
motion. At first the object was moving from right to left and in this case, it could be
clearly observed that the direction has reversed. So, this concludes that in this propulsion
system the object could be maneuvered using appropriate phase offset.
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Figure 4.9 Blob analysis for -90º phase offset at 67Hz

Figure 4.10: The motion of the object shown outside the water channel
As the research progressed, a question arose that is the water flowing due to the influence
of traveling wave or just showing wave like patterns. So, to answer this question the
SBTWs were created at 67Hz with -90º phase offset and now the object was placed
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outside of the water channel. So, in Figure 4.9 it was observed that after the SBTW starts
and the water starts showing wave inside the channel, the object placed outside the
channel also starts moving but in the opposite direction of the wave. This shows that the
water actually moves with the wave creating two vortices in the tank. The water starts
moving inside the channel from left side and splits in two ways at the end of the channel
creating two vortices. So, if a object is placed outside, at the end of the channel then it
returns to the initiation point of the flow.

Figure 4.11: Image processing plot using Blob analysis at 104Hz for 5 videos
The same process of generating SBTWs by exciting shaker to record the videos of an
object moving over the surface of water was carried out at 104Hz excitation frequency. In
this case if we observe the x-velocity vs x-position plot, we could see three humps in the
x-velocity which resembles the wave envelop for 104Hz shown in chapter 3. So, there
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might be a chance that the velocity is dependent on the wave amplitude of excitation
frequency.

Figure 4.12: Blob analysis for -90º phase offset at 104Hz

Figure 4.13: The motion of the object shown outside the water channel for 104Hz
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The videos with negative phase angle and object placed outside the rails were also
recorded to check if the direction change and water vortices are not just depended on
67Hz frequency. So, after performing image processing the theory for direction change
and water vortices check out for 104Hz as well.
All these processes were carried out for the rest of frequencies as well. Below are the
figures which shows the image processing plots for 147Hz, 179Hz and 270Hz

Figure 4.14: Image processing plot using Blob analysis at 147Hz for 5 videos
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Figure 4.15: The motion of the object shown outside the water channel for 147Hz

Figure 4.16: Image processing plot using Blob analysis at 179Hz for 5 videos
As it is known from chapter 3 that SBTW generated at 179Hz has dominance from
standing wave component. But here we can still see the object moving while attaining an
average velocity of 24mm/sec. This could happen because of the traveling wave
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component which is still present in that wave. The TW component might be giving the
necessary thrust to move the object along with the water.

Figure 4.17: The motion of the object shown outside the water channel for 179Hz

Figure 4.18: Image processing plot using Blob analysis at 270Hz for 5 videos
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4.4

Voltage dependent wave velocity

In this experimental study we wanted to know more about the SBTW’s behavior and how
it is dependent on the excitation voltage. So, to study this 104Hz and 147Hz frequency
SBTWs were selected as they are more stable waves with a low-cost function than others.
First the 104Hz frequency was used to excite the shakers with 0.7V. The motion of the
object was recorded and then this step was repeated using 0.1V and 0.13V. These
voltages were selected such that it should be enough to provide a thrust to the object for
its motion and it should be in a range where the flow of the water is not disturbed due to
high amplitude.

Figure 4.19: Image processing plot comparing the velocities of the object at 3 different
voltages for 104Hz
So, it could be observed from the velocity vs time plot that as we are increasing the
voltage, we could also observe a slight increase in the velocity of the object too. To
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confirm this hypothesis the beam was once again excited using 147Hz with 0.1V, 0.15V
and 0.2V. The videos were recorded and image processing was carried out to plot the
velocity vs time graph.

Figure 4.20: Image processing plot comparing the velocities of the object at 3 different
voltages for 147Hz
Figure 4.17 shows the results of image processing for 3 videos with varied voltage. In
this case the initial velocities of the object are increasing with the voltage. But the
velocities are varying excessively. This makes it difficult to conclude that if the excitation
voltage is increased, the velocity of the object also increases.
So, to strengthen this argument, a test was performed where all five excitation
frequencies were selected. A varying voltage range was selected for each frequency
according to their resonating force for that particular mode shape. The beam was divided
into 31 points, so 15th point was selected and the SLDV was pointed towards it.
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Shakers were excited with 67Hz frequency at 0.01V, 0.025V, 0.05V, 0.075V and 0.1V.
The velocity response at that point was measured by the laser. This process was carried
out for the rest of the frequencies with different voltage ranges and the data was
converted to a MATLAB file.

Figure 4.21: RMS velocity vs voltage plot showing all 5 frequencies
The Figure 4.18 clearly has shown the linear increase in the velocity as the voltage is
increased. And this is true for all the frequencies we tested. So, this plot confirms our
hypothesis that the wave velocity is affected by the excitation voltage. The initial theory
was shown through image processing and to validate this theory laser vibrometer was
used as it gives more accurate data than that of image processing.
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4.5

Wave velocity of traveling wave generated in aluminum beam

Till now this paper only discussed the object velocity and beam’s point velocity. But, a
curious mind wanted to find the velocity generated by traveling wave in the water which
was a driving force for the object’s motion. So to find the wave velocity, single point
laser vibromter was used to acquire special point velocities for 31 points which were
marked on the beam. The beam was excited by the shakers with all the traveling wave
frequencies which have been mentioned in chapter 3. The figure 4.22 below shows a plot
of a peak from the 31 points of velocity tracked with respect of time throughout the beam
length. And a zoomed in color map of 67Hz’s traveling wave.

Figure 4.22: Plot for point tracked throughout the beam length with respect to time
The idea was to track a point on the beam till it reaches the end of beam, through which
time can be obtained for a point to cover the length of a beam. And if you have time and
distance then you can get average velocity of a wave. So, with this idea a MATLAB code
was generated to calculate wave velocities for all the waves which are mentioned in the
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Table 4.1. As the laser was positioned at the top of the beam while recording data, we
could only get the data in Z direction and the velocities which are mentioned below are in
Z direction and cannot be compared with the object’s velocity obtained in image
processing.

Table 4.1: Wave velocity values for all the traveling waves

4.6

Frequecy
(Hz)

Wave Velocity
(mm/s)

67

3.79E+03

104

1.39E+04

147

2.40E+03

179

3.28E+04

270

1.24E+03

Correlation between Object velocity and Beam velocity

After calculating wave velocities, we analyzed the data to draw a relation between the
object’s velocity envelope trend and beam’s velocity envelope trend obtained from image
processing and laser vibrometer respectively. But to do this it was necessary that there
should be no offset between the beam and object velocity envelop so that they can
overlap on each other in a plot. An offset factor was calculated using the data from image
processing with a value of 42.599mm. This value was subtracted from the location vector
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of beam’s velocity. The Figure 4.23 shows all the velocity data obtained for 103Hz TW
from image processing and laser vibrometer overlapped on each other.

Figure 4.23: Plot showing overlapped velocity of beam and object velocity
It could be observed that the trend followed by the beam velocity matches with the
object’s velocity i.e. when the beam velocity is at maximum then the object velocity is at
maximum too. To further comment on this trend, the correlation was calculated for all the
TW frequencies. The best correlation was observed for 103Hz with 0 lags. The values for
correlation and lags are mention in the Table 4.2.
Further study needs to be performed in this area to know more about the effects of
travelling wave on objects motion.
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Table 4.2: Correlation and lag values between the object’s velocity and beam velocity
TW_64Hz

TW_103Hz

TW_147Hz

TW_179Hz

TW_270Hz

Max
Correla
tion

Lag
s

Max
Correla
tion

La
gs

Max
Correla
tion

Lags

Max
Correla
tion

Lags

Max
Correla
tion

Lags

0.5704

62.
02

0.6995

0

0.3777

103.2
667

0.5608

0

0.2332

41.41
43

2 0.4691

82.
4

0.6294

0

0.6803

30.98
15

0.4269

0

0.1837

10.33
71

3 0.6917

72.
2

0.8385

0

0.537

31.08
122

0.5494

0

0.3127

93.09
469

4

0.385

41.
3

0.9023

0

0.3868

61.82
67

0.4423

0

0.3297

10.31
99

5 0.7746

20.
6

0.7946

0

0.4459

61.94
517

0.2851

62.02
28

0.2221

30.90
45

1

4.7

Conclusion

This chapter focused on generating propulsive forces underwater through tailoring highquality structure borne traveling waves in the aluminum beam. Using the data from
previous chapter a steady state traveling wave was generated selecting appropriate
excitation voltage which could provide desired thrust for the object’s motion. By
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achieving the object’s motion influenced by SBTW this experimental study successfully
established that SBTWs are capable for moving an object over the surface of water. The
recorded videos of the object were used for image processing to study the effect of
SBTW frequencies on the velocity. In this section controlling the direction of motion or
wave was achieved through changing the phase angle to -90º.
The later part of this chapter discussed the effects of voltage over the object’s velocity
through image processing and then it was validated through measuring the wave velocity
with SLDV. It was concluded that the velocity is directly proportional to the applied
excitation voltage. Further analysis between the beam velocity and object’s velocity was
done and an observation was drawn about their trend similarity.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
5.1 Conclusions
This experimental study was based on the concept that traveling waves could be
generated in a finite structure and the waves have propulsive effects. To prove this, a
setup was constructed for experimental modal analysis which is explained in chapter 2.
The aluminum beam was immersed under water using pined-pined boundary conditions.
Using shaker excitation method, mode shapes and natural frequencies of the structure
were obtained. The test results were successfully validated using modal assurance chart
analysis were the correlation between experimental and simulated mode shapes was very
high.
The data collected from modal analysis was used to find potential frequency regions to
generate the structure borne traveling waves. The TW generated in discussed in chapter 3
in detail. Five regions were found with consecutive natural frequencies and the middle
frequency of each region was chosen. A numerical model was used to simulate the
response for two single-point force excitations method. The response from numerical
method showed wave envelops for 5 SBTW frequencies with their cost function values.
The cost functions were positively validated with the experimental wave envelops and
their cost functions. This chapter concluded with successful generation of underwater
structure borne traveling waves in an aluminum beam.
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Chapter 4 concluded the propulsive forces present in the structure borne traveling waves.
After the SBTWs were generated, it created two vortices in water which were channeled
by the directional rails placed inside the water tank. A 3D printed square shaped object
was placed on the surface of water which propelled along the motion of the water while
the SBTWs are generated in the beam. The motion of the object was recorded using
ZED2 stereo camera to trace the displacement of the object. Through image processing
and blob analysis, velocity of the object’s motion was calculated for each frequency. The
object achieved max velocity of 40mm/sec. While testing the direction of motion of the
wave, it was concluded that the object could be maneuvered using phase offset between
the signals of two actuators. It was observed that as the phase offset was changed to -90º,
the direction of wave was reversed and which in turn reversed the direction of the object.
After observing the x-position velocity plot for 104Hz and comparing it with the
experimental wave envelop, it was concluded that there might me some relationship
between the wave’s particle velocity and object velocity as both were following identical
trends. Another observation was made on the relationship between the excitation voltage
and the velocity gained by the object. Varied voltage input was given to the shakers for
104Hz and 147Hz frequencies and the motion of the object was recorded. The videos
were analyzed for the instantaneous velocities and a trend of increase in the velocity was
observed when voltage was increased. To confirm this hypothesis, velocities at a fixed
location were measured for the 5 SBTW frequencies by laser vibrometer at increasing
voltages. The data was plotted as velocity vs voltage. A linear increase in the velocity
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was observed with respect to the voltage confirming that velocity of the object is directly
proportional to the excitation voltage.
The research successfully concluded that SBTWs could be used for underwater
propulsion system, but still a lot more research needs to be performed in order to use this
method as an alternative for conventional multi actuator-based propulsion system. The
next section discusses the future work that could be done on this research to improve the
results.

5.2 Future Work
This study only proved the potential of SBTWs towards the underwater propulsive
forces. A further research needs to be done to know the reason of the water flow and the
vortices created by the SBTW. The thrust calculation is also needed if this method is to
be used as propulsion system for aquatic robots.
The two-point force input method was used to generate SBTWs in this experimental
study where two actuators where used. To reduce the number of actuator and simplify the
process of SBTW generation, a study on using a single actuator for tailoring traveling
waves should be performed. This would reduce the energy consumption and complexity
of the setup. Some preliminary studies were performed on this method where single
shaker to excite the aluminum beam is used along with three dashpot dampers.
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5.2.1 Preliminary experimental study for SBTW generation using single
point force method
The idea behind this experiment was to check if the dashpot dampers act as single point
force input creating a phase difference between shaker output and its own force input to
the beam. If the dampers could act like this then it would be possible to generate traveling
waves in a structure using just one excitation input. Some simulations were performed to
check if the response of single force input with a system of spring-damper produces a
TW. With these simulations it was proved that, it is possible to generate a TW using this
system as we achieved a cost function of 0.058 at a frequency of 1459.6Hz.
Further it was thought that, it could also be possible to use multiple spring-damper
systems to generate multiple traveling waves at different locations with different
frequencies. This would help in creating a wide frequency spectrum of different types of
traveling waves without disturbing the original setup.
To prove this concept experimentally an aluminum beam with a dimension of 1500mm ×
25.4mm × 6.35mm (l×b×h) was selected for this experiment. Free-free boundary
condition was used on this beam and shaker was attached at the 1/5th of length of the
beam. The shaker was attached to the beam using a stinger.
Few 3D printed fixtures were designed to hold the dashpot dampers while keeping them
in contact with the beam. The damper 1, damper 2 and damper 3 were located at 4/5th,
3/5th and 2/5th the length of the beam respectively. The whole setup was attached to a
shaker table. The piston rods of these dashpot dampers were glued to the beam.
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Optomet’s scanning laser vibrometer was used as a signal generator and a velocity
measurement tool. The same procedure was followed to obtain the FRF of the system as
mentioned in the chapter 2.

Figure 5.1: Experimental setup for single point excitation method to generate TW
This experiment resulted in successfully giving preliminary results for traveling wave
generation at 4 different frequencies. The locations of traveling waves were depended on
the location of the dashpot dampers. With these results it is proposed that, if further
research is performed in this field, it would be having a lot of applications.
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